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RUSSIAN IJA(BAJTb + INFINITIVE: 'TO GIVE', 'TO
LET', OR 'TO HAVE'?
Introduction. In discussing the expression of causative relations
in Slavic languages, R. LOtzsch states that "with the exception of a
few lexicalized compounds like .z:~a Tb/ .z:~asa Tb 3Ha Tb 'to let/have
(somebody) know', .z:~a Tb/ .z:~asa Tb noH5ITb 'to have (somebody)
understand', Russian .z:~a Tb I .z:~asa Tb basically has permissive
meanings" (emphasis added).l Together with W. Fiedler and K.
Kostov, he also states that this Russian verb, when occurring with
infinitive complements, "already displays features of the transition to
a causative auxiliary verb, albeit in essence only a permissive one"
(emphasis added).2 These statements suggest (1) that permissivity is
not the only causative meaning that the verb .z:~a(sa)Tb can express,
and (2) that it is possible to discern in contemporary Russian an
evolution whereby the autosemantic verb .z:~a(sa)Tb 'to give' is
undergoing or has undergone complete or partial grammaticalization
to become a causative auxiliary comparable to the English verbs 'to
let' (expressing permissive causation) and/or 'to have (somebody do
something)' (expressing factitive causation).3
With the exception of a recent working paper,4 no published
work, to my knowledge, has thus far examined the grammatical
factors underlying the occurrence of the verb .z:~a(Ba)Tb as a
causative auxiliary. This article therefore examines a variety of
sentence types, differing by virtue of the presence/absence of certain
syntactic constituents (direct/indirect object) and the semantic
properties of those constituents (animacy, physical transferability,
etc.)
On the basis of the sentences (i.e., .z:~a(sa)Tb + infinitive
constructions) examined, it is concluded that the verb .z:~a(sa)Tb has
thus far undergone only partial grammaticalization towards being a
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causative auxiliary (although the extent of grammaticalization may
vary according to speaker). It is further suggested that the
incompleteness of the verb's grammaticalization as a causative
auxiliary is due primarily to the homonymy, and hence ambiguity,
of certain surface structures, despite the fact that these can be
generated by different underlying structures (represented here
simply as S or "shallow" structures). Because of the frequently
unpredictable role homonymy can play in the acceptability of
,lla(sa)Tb+ infinitive constructions, it is finally proposed that
,lla(sa)Tb be viewed as two distinct lexical items, ,lla(sa)Tbl 'to
give' and ,lla(sa)Tb 2 'to let' (the latter subcategorized for a number
of syntactic and semantic constraints). The factitive causative
meaning 'to have (somebody do something)' is determined to derive
from the autosemantic verb ,lla(sa)Tb 1 'to give', not from the
causative auxiliary verb ,lla(sa)Tb2 -- 'to let'.

Defining ,lla(Ba)Tb as a causative auxiliary. The primary
lexical meaning of the Russian verb ,lla(Ba)Tb, as well as its etyma in
the other Slavic languages, is 'to give'. This meaning is regularly
expressed when the complement of the verb is a nominal direct
object:
1. 0Te~ ,llaJI ,llOllepH I<HHry.
FatherNOM gave daughterDAT bookACC
'The father gave a book to (his) daughter (gave [his] daughter a
book).'
[S [NP OTe~] [yp

[y

[y ,llaJI] [NP I<HHry]] [NP ,llOllepH]]]

The verb ,lla(sa)Tb may also take as its complement an embedded
sentence, the subject of which is expressed in the surface syntax in
the dative case, in the same way as the indirect object, .z:lOllepH
'daughterDAT' in example 1. In place of a nominal direct object,
however, the complement consists of an infinitive verb form:
2. 0Te~ ,llaJI ,llOllepH OT,llOXHYTb.
FatherNOM let daughterDAT restiNF
'The father let (his) daughter rest.'
[s[NP oTe~]

[vp[y [v ,llaJI]

[s

PROi

oT.z:lOXHYTb]][NP.z:lOllepHi

]]]

In the syntactic environment illustrated by example 2, the verb
,llaJI does not signify '(he) gave', but rather '(he) let', and appears
to be grammaticalized as a causative auxiliary with permissive
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meaning.Polish and Bulgarian linguists, however, have attempted to
explain the semantics of analogous sentences in other Slavic
languages not as the result of grammaticalization, but as the result of
ellipsis. According to V.Radeva and M.Korytkowska, the meaning
'let' conveyed by the finite verb derives from the ellipsis of such
sentences as the following:5

3. 0Teu,

,llaJI ,llOllepH pa3pemeHHe/B03MO:>I<HOCTb OT,llOXHYTb.

FatherNOM gave daughterDAT permissionACCf opportunityACC
restiNF
'The father gave (his) daughter permission/an opportunity to
rest.'
While such an observation is interesting in that hints at the extent
to which native speakers of Slavic languages apparently discern a
semantic connection between the notions of giving and letting, it
cannot be accepted at face value. According to Nedjalkov and
Nikitina, one peculiarity of auxiliary verbs that distinguishes them
from autosemantic verbs is their scope of negation in contrapositive
assertions. 6 For example, if negating the verb ,lla(sa)Tb In infinitive
constructions likewise entails nonperformance (nonoccurrence) of
the action denoted by the infinitive and, further, negation cannot be
restricted to the infinitive complement alone, then the verb governing
the infinitive complement must be auxiliary, not autosemantic:
4a. *OTei.J, ,llaeT ,llOllepH He XO,llHTb B illi<OJIY.
FatherNOM lets daughterDAT not goiNF to schoolACC
?'The father lets (his) daughter not to go to school.'
4b. 0Tei.J, ,llaeT ,llOllepH pa3perueHHe He XO,llHTb B illi<OJIY.
FatherNOM gives daughterDAT permissionACC not goiNF to
schoolACC
'The father gives (his) daughter permission not go to school.'
The ungrammaticality of Russian sentence 4a, contrasted with the
grammaticality of 4b, demonstrates that the permissive causative
meaning 'let' cannot be the result of ellipsis, since otherwise there
would be no reason why 4a should be ungrammatical; and that the
finite verb in 4a is auxiliary, inasmuch as autosemantic permissive
causatives (e.g., no3BOJIHTb/no3BOJI5ITb
'to allow',
pa3pemHTb/pa3pemaTb 'to permit'), unlike ,lla(Ba)Tb, can occur
with negated infinitive complements. This is shown by the
following:
5. 0Tei.J, n03BOJI5IeT /pa3pemaeT ,llOllepH He XO,llHTb B illi<OJIY.
FatherNOM allows/permits (his) daughterDAT not goiNF to
schoolACC
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'The father allows/permits (his) daughter not to go to school.'
The concept of logical implicature allows us to further specify as
causative the auxiliary status of the verb ,aa(Ba)Tb in infinitive
constructions. Periphrastic constructions, in order to be causative,
must logically implicate the performance or occurrence of the action
denoted by the infinitive complement.? Thus, if sentence 2 above,
0Tel{ ,l(a.ll ,l(OIJepH OT,l(OXHYTb, does in fact express a causative
relation, then the following sentence should be inadmissible on
logical grounds:
6. *0Tel\ ,llaJI ,llOllepH OT,llOXHYTb, HO OHa He OT,llbiXaJia.
FatherNOM let daughterDAT restiNF but sheNOM not rested
*'The father let his daughter rest, but she didn't.'
Because Orel{ ,l(a.ll ,l(OllepH OTAOXHYTb 'The father let his
daughter rest' logically implicates that the daughter did in fact rest,
we cannot amplify the statement by means of a coordinate clause
asserting that she did not rest. 8 Hence, the inadmissibility of
sentence 6. In these ways both the auxiliary and the causative status
of the Russian verb ,aa(Ba)Tb in infinitive constructions are
established.

Ambiguity: 'to give' vs. 'to let'. The infinitive complements
considered thus far have consisted of an intransitive verb,
oT ,aoxHyTb 'to rest'. If infinitive constructions consist of ,aa(Ba)Tb
and a transitive verb, their classification as causative constructions
becomes problematic. Consider the grammaticality of the following:
7. 0Tel\ ,aan ,aot~epH npot~eCTb I<HHry, Ho oua ee ue npot.JJia.
FatherNOM gave/let daughterDAT readiNF bookACC but sheNOM
herACC not read
'The father gave (his) daughter a book to read, but she didn't read
it.'
The main clause in example 7, 0Tel{ ,l(a.ll ,l(orJepH nporJeCTb
KHHry, is ambiguous: because of the occurrence of the transitive
verb npot~eCTb 'to read', the main clause by itself signifies either
'The father gave (his) daughter a book to read' or 'The father let
(his) daughter read a book'. Example 7 is nonetheless grammatical,
because the coordinate clause HO oua ee ue npo1J.11a 'but she didn't
read it' induces the logical elimination of a causative reading of the
main clause. A causative interpretation in Russian, as in English,
would render the utterance as a whole inherently contradictory, cf.:
*'The father let his daughter read a book, but she didn't read it.' The
ambiguity of the main clause in example 7 can be accounted for in
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terms of two underlying structures that generate homonymous
surface sentences:9
8a. 0Teu, _l\aJI _l\ottepH npottecTb I<HHry.
[s[NP OTeu,][vp [v[v _l\aJI][s PROi npotteCTb I<HHry]] [NP
_l\OttepHi ]]]
'The father let (his) daughter read a book.'
8b. 0Teu, _l\aJI _l\ottepH npottecTb I<HHry.
[s[NP oTeu,] [vP[v[ v ,l\aJI] [NP I<HHryiJ] [NP .z:\OttepHi] [s PROi
npottecTb ej ]]]
'The father gave (his) daughter a book to read.'
This same ambiguity can arise even when the infinitive
complement of ,l\a(Ba)Tb consists of a transitive verb without an
overt direct object. Thus, the sentence in example 9 (below), Orel.{
.4a.11 AO£IePH rroecrb, may signify either 'The father let (his)
daughter eat' or 'The father gave (his) daughter something to eat.'
9a. 0Teu, _l\aJI .z:\OttepH noecTb.
FatherNOM let daughterDAT eatiNF
'The father let (his) daughter eat.'
[s[NP oTeu,] [VPLV )[v ,l\aJI] [s PROi noecTh e]] [NP
_l\OttepHi]]]
9b. 0Teu, ,l\aJI ,l\OttepH noecTb.
FartherNOM gave daughterDAT (something=0 ) eatiNF
'The father gave his daughter something to eat.'
[S [NP OTeu,][VP [V [V,l\aJI][NPej ]][NP.z:\OttepHi)[sPRQi
noecTb ej ])]
Russian example 9b illustrates an instance where the expression
of a semantically recoverable, indefinite "something" is omitted in
the surface syntax. I have indicated this in the underlying structure
with the coreferenced symbol e, representing a lexically empty
NP.lO

Incomplete grammaticalization. The lexical meaning of the
accusative-case direct object of the transitive verb in the infinitive
complement often determines whether or not the ambiguity just
described is in fact possible. Consider example 10:
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10. ?0Te~ ,llaJI ,liOllepH nOCTpOHTb HOBbiH ,liOM.
FatherNOM let daughterDAT buildlNF newACC houseACC
'The father let (his) daughter build a new house (have a new
house built).'
Here, a noncausative interpretation 'The father gave his daughter
a new house to build' is excluded, since a house that has yet to be
built, i.e., does not yet exist, cannot be given to someone.However,
while sentence 10 is accepted with the indicated permissive causative
interpretation by some native speakers, others reject the sentence
precisely on the grounds that a person cannot give someone else a
house to build. That is to say, for these speakers, the inadmissibility
of a noncausative interpretation of the sentence does not
automatically prompt an alternate, permissive causative reading of
the sentence (viz., 'The father let his daughter build a new house').
This fact is interesting, since it may indicate the point at which
causative .z:~a(na)Tb + infinitive constructions reach their limit of
grammatical acceptability. If we assume that the primary meaning of
.z:~a(Ba)Tb and its etyma in other Slavic languages was originally 'to
give' and that the verb only secondarily acquired auxiliary status
with the meaning 'to let' through a process of grammaticalization
(cf. Lotzsch's comments in the Introduction above), then we may
observe the ongoing grammaticalization of .z:~a(na)Tb in Russian even
at the present time. Grammaticalization of .z:~a(na)Tb has apparently
proceeded further for those speakers who accept sentence 10 than it
has for those who do not.11
The following examples, which have been unanimously accepted
or rejected by all native speakers I have asked, further demonstrate
that in contemporary Russian the verb .z:~a(na)Tb is only partly
grammaticalized as a causative auxiliary verb. This is correlated not
only with the lexical meaning of the accusative-case direct object,
but also with the occurrence or nonoccurrence of syntactic
arguments in surface structure.12 For example, sentence 11:
11. *OH ,llaJI BbiJieliHTb 3y6bi.
HeNOM gave/let healiNF teethACC
'He let (his) teeth be fixed' (i.e., 'He let [someone=0] fix [his]
teeth').
[s[Np oH][ yp[v[ v .z:~aJI] [s PROi BbiJieliHTb 3Y6bi]HNP Ci ]]]

is inadmissible, unless 3Y6hi is understood to mean "ncTaBHbie
3Y6bi" 'artificial teeth, dentures,' which can be removed from the
mouth and "given" to someone.13 However, if the empty NP in the
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illustrated sentence is lexicalized, the resulting sentence is felicitous,
cf. 12:
12. 0Hj ,llaJI ,llaHTHCTY BbiJiel!HTb (ce6ej) 3Y6bi.
HeNOM let dentistDAT healiNF (himselfDAT) teethACC
'Hej let the dentist fix (hisj) teeth.'
[s[NP OHj] [yp[v[v ,llaJI] [s PROi BbiJieliHTb (ce6ej) 3Y6bi]]
[NP ,llaHTHCTYi] ] ]
On the other hand, sentences in which the reflexive pronoun
occurs as an accusative-case direct object are admissible whether a
syntactic argument to which dative case is configurationally assigned
is lexicalized or not, cf. the grammaticality of both sentences 13 and
14:
13. HBaH ,llaJI ce651 no6pHTb .
IvanNOM let himselfACC shaveiNF
'Ivan let himself be shaved.' (i.e.,' Ivan} let [someone=0] shave
himJ ')
[s[NPHBaHJ] [yp[y[v ,llaJI] [s PROi no6pHTb ce651j]] [NP
ei ] ] ]

14. HBaHJ ,llaJI napHKMaxepy no6pHTb ce651j.
IvanNOM let barberDAT shaveiNF himselfACC
'Ivan j let the barber shave him j .'
[s[NPHBaHj] [yp[v[v ,llaJI] [s PROi no6pHTb ce651j ] ] [NP
napHKMaxepyi]]]
The data presented thus far support the following observations:
The verb ,lla(sa)Tb is completely grammaticalized as a causative
auxiliary in conjunction with infinitive complements where the
nonfinite verb either is intransitive or is transitive and syntactically
governs a reflexive direct object that is coreferential with an animate
subject. In such syntactic environments, the verb ,lla(sa)Tb also
exhibits no ambiguity with respect to the meanings 'to let' vs. 'to
give.' If the infinitive complement is an objectless transitive verb,
there are no constraints on the occurrence of the verb ,lla(sa)Tb as a
permissive causative auxiliary; however, the resulting sentence may
be ambiguous with respect to the meanings 'to let' vs. 'to give.' If
the infinitive complement consists of a transitive verb with an
accusative-case direct object, the verb ,lla(sa)Tb cannot express the
meaning 'to let' unless pragmatic or logical considerations connected
with the lexical meaning of the direct object are concomitantly
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compatible with the notion of "giving" ("manual transferability"), or
unless these considerations can be obviated by the co-occurrence of
a dative-case object in the sentence. In the first instance, ambiguity
with respect to the meanings 'to let' vs. 'to give' arises; in the
second instance, such ambiguity does not arise.
The following table summarizes the foregoing observations:
15.INFINillVE COMPLEMENT GRAMMATICALI7ATION AMBIGUITY EXAMPLES
1 INTRANSillVE VERB
COMPLETE
NO
2
2 TRANSillVE VERB WITHOUT COMPLETE
YES
9a,9b
DIRECT OBJECT
INCOMPLETE
8a,8b
3 TRANSffiVE VERB WITH
YES/NO
DIRECT OBJECT
10,11,12
COMPLETE
13,14
4 TRANSffiVE VERB WITH
NO
REFLEXIVE DIRECT OBJECT
(COREFERENTIAL WITH
ANIMATE SUBJECT)

Ambiguity: 'to give' vs. 'to have.' The following four
sentences and English translations appear in A Phrase and Sentence
Dictionary of Spoken Russian (I reserve judgment regarding their
acceptability): 14
16a. r~e 3~eCb MO)I(HO ~aTb n04HHHTb MalllHHy?
'Where can I have the car fixed?' (sic)
16b. 0Ha ~aJia nepe~eJia Tb cBoe cTapoe naJibTO.
'She had her old coat made over.'
16c. Ilpe)l(~e l!eM CTpOHTbC5I, Bbl 6bJ JIY4llle ~aJIH 06MepHTb
Balli y4aCTOK.

'Before you start building, you'd better have your land
surveyed.'
16d.

MHe npH~eTc5I ~aTb nepeBepHyTb 3TH MaH)I(eTbi.

'I'll have to have these cuffs turned up.'
In confronting native speakers with these sentences, I have
encountered three problems. First, one speaker rejects 16a as long
as the direct object MalllHHY is intended to mean 'car.' If, however,
MalllHHY denotes a manually transferable machine that can be
"given" to someone, the sentence is acceptable. Second, another
native speaker interprets all four sentences as permissive causatives,
i.e., as 'Where can I let the car be fixed,' 'She let her old coat be
made over,' etc. Third, when confronted with the English factitive
causative translations, i.e., 'to have something done' rather than 'to
let something be done,' native speakers prefer using the prefixal
derivative OT ~a(Ba)Tb in place of ~a(Ba)Tb, if in fact one insists
upon using a causative auxiliary verb at all. That is to say, the notion
of 'having something done,' predominantly with verbs denoting
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professional, service-type activ
is normally implied
contextually.15 Thus, sentence 16a
're naturally expressed in
Russian as sentence 17:
17. !,lle 3,lleCb MO)I{HO nOtiHHHTb MaUIHHy?
Where here possible repairiNF carACC
'Where can one have a car repaired here?'
The 17-volume Academy Dictionary of the Russian language
likewise imputes to the verb ,lla(sa)Tb factitive (in addition to
permissive) causative meaning ("B cotieTaHH5IX c r JiaroJioM. 1.
Ilopyqa Tb; 3aCTaBJI5ITb, npe,llOCTaBJI5ITb lJTO-JIH60 ,lleJia Tb,
c,lleJia Tb. "), and illustrates this causative meaning with the
following sentence:
18. EbiJia TeJierpacpHCTI<Oll, Tenepb CJIY)I{Y B 1opO,llCKOll
ynpase H HeHaBH)I{y, H npe3Hpam BCe, liTO MHe TOJibKO
,llaiDT ,lleJia Tb.16
'I used to be a telegraph operator, but now I work in City Hall,
and I detest and despise every single thing they have me do.'
We may note for the time being that the last part of this sentence
could just as meaningfully be expressed in English as 'everything
single thing they give me to do.' This fact will be relevant to my
conclusions.
In reconsidering the verb oT,lla(sa)Tb, we see that the meaning of
this verb is 'to hand over, consign; to give back, render.' This verb
occurs in a number of compounds with mostly deverbal nouns in the
accusative case governed by the preposition s or ua. Following is a
list of examples:
19a. OT,lla(sa)Tb o6ysb B notiHHKY
consigniNF footwearACC to/for repairACC
'to have shoes repaired'
19b. OT,lla(Ba)Tb lJaCbl B peMOHT
consigniNF hoursACC to/for repairACC
'to have a clock/watch fixed'
19c. OT,lla(Ba)Tb KOCTIQM B lJHCTKY
consigniNF suitACC to/for cleaningACC
'to have a suit cleaned'
19d. OT,lla(Ba)Tb KpeCJIO Ha nepeT5I)I{KY
consigniNF armchairACC to/for reupholsteringACC
'to have an armchair reupholstered'
19e. OT,lla(Ba)Tb nJia The B nepe,lleJIKY
consigniNF dressACC to/for alterationACC
'to have a dress altered'
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19f.

OT.l(a(Ba)Tb py6aiiiKH B CTHpKy

consigniNF shirtsACC to/for launderingACC
'to have shirts laundered'
According to Ju. D. Apresjan, constructions of this type are
"absolutely unambiguous" in denoting "causation of an action for
one's benefit." 17
The verb oT,l(a(sa)Th may also occur with an infinitive
complement, as in examples 20a and 20b below:
2Qa. 5I OT,l(aJI (C)IIIHTb KOCTIOM nopTHOMy.
JNOM consignPF sewiNF suitACC tailorDAT
'I am having (was having) a suit made ("sewn") by a tailor.'
2Qb. 5I OT,l(aBaJI (C)IIIHTb KOCTIOM nopTHOMY.
JNOM consignediP sewiNF suitACC tailorDAT
'I had (had had) a suit made by a tailor.'
These examples are significant for two reasons. First, the
Russian perfective past-tense verb oT .l(aJI in 20a translates into
English as 'I am having' or 'I was having.' 18 This can be
explained by the fact that we are dealing here with the verb in its
primary lexical meaning 'to give, hand over.' The Russian
perfective verb form here conveys resultative meaning; it expresses
the notion that "I have given something to someone for the purpose
of his doing something with it." Thus, if one states in Russian that
one has given a tailor something to sew, one implies that one is
now having a tailor sew it. Since any Russian verb has only one
past tense, the verb may also signify that "I had given a tailor
something to sew," ergo "I was having something sewn." The
Russian use of perfective past-tense verb forms with resultative
meaning to convey present states is common. Thus, the utterances 71
ycra/1 and 71 npHBbiK are usually understood to mean 'I am tired'
and 'I am accustomed to,' resp., though they literally signify 'I have
become tired '(hence, 'I am now tired') and 'I have accustomed
myself to' (hence, 'I am now accustomed'). Sentence 20b likewise
supports the assumption that we are not dealing here with any sort
of causative auxiliary. In 20b, the imperfective aspect (oT ,l(asaJI)
signifies that the result of the action has been annulled or reversed.
In other words, "I gave a tailor something to sew and got it back
from him," ergo "I had a tailor sew something."19
The second reason why examples 20a and 20b are significant is
that, while not grammaticalized from the viewpoint of tense and
aspect, the verb oT.l(a(sa)Th is grammaticalized to the extent that it
is possible to "consign, hand over" to someone something that in
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reality does not yet exist. The word KocTIOM in examples 20a and
20b need not denote a suit that already exists and has been given to a
tailor for the purpose of having it mended or altered; rather, it
ordinarily denotes a suit that a tailor has yet to make.
In view of these facts and the ambiguous context in which the
verb t~a(sa)Tb occurs in the example from the 17-volume Academy
Dictionary (see example 18), I am inclined to conclude that any
factitive causative meaning (i.e., 'to have [somebody do
something]') is not the result of grammaticalization, but rather a
logical extension of the verb's primary meaning 'to give.'

Inanimate subjects and lexicalized compounds. In the
foregoing discussion I have ignored inanimate subjects. Being
nonvolitional, inanimate subjects cannot "have" someone do
something, and, while they may perhaps "let" us do something, they
more commonly "allow" or "permit" us to do something.20
Aside from their occasional occurrence as grammatical subjects of
lexicalized compounds, inanimate subjects in Russian typically
occur in two types of ,lla(sa)Tb + infinitive constructions: (1)
negated permissive, and (2) so-called modal passive. The first type
is illustrated by examples 21 and 22:
21. Ma TOBbie CTeKJia, nponycKa5I CBeT, He ,llaBaJIH BH,lleTb
HH4ero npoHcXO,li5Illlero Ha ,l1Bope.21
'The frosted panes of glass, although letting light (shine)
through, did not allow (us=0) to see anything happening
outside.'
22. BeTepoK H3 ospara HaM cnaTb He t~acT.22
'The breeze from the ravine won't allow us to sleep.'
Modal passive constructions are those in which an inanimate
sentence subject occurs with a reflexive direct object pronoun as in
example 23:
23. XOJio,ll ,llaBaJI ce65I 4YBCTBOBa Tb.23
(literally) 'The cold made itself felt.'
Analogous constructions in other Slavic languages have been
classified as modal passives by R. Lotzsch and M. Gehrmann
because their semantics are essentially permissive/potential rather
than causative.23 Thus, example 23 is considere
:o be
synonymous with example 24:
24. XoJio,ll MO)I{HO 6hiJIO qyscTBOBa Tb I XoJIO.ll
4YBCTBOBaJIC5I.
'It was possible to feel the cold.' ('The cold could be fe
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Conclusions. Russian ~a(Ba)Tb represents two verbs: one
autosemantic, signifying 'to give' ("~a[Ba]Tb{), the other causative
auxiliary, signifying 'to let' ("~a[Ba]Tb2"). The 'give' vs. 'let'
ambiguity exhibited by some sentences should in no way detract
from the postulation of two separate verbs: if we consider the
ambiguity of the English sentence "He had the letter written when I
arrived," then it is safe to conclude that the 'give' vs. 'let' ambiguity
in Russian is likewise due to homonymy and not the incomplete
grammaticalization of ~a(Ba)Tb as a causative auxiliary. Because of
this homonymy, there exist severe syntactico-semantic constraints
on the occurrence of ~a(Ba)Tb2, imposed by pragmatic and logical
considerations connected with the meaning of ~a(Ba)Tb1. Such
constraints allow us to speak only of an incomplete
grammaticalization of what was originally, one assumes, a single
autosemantic verb. Nevertheless, because ~a(Ba)Tb2 can occur in
some syntactic environments with which the notion of "giving" is
pragmatically or logically inadmissible, we are justified in viewing
the verb as a distinct lexical item.
With respect to factitive causative meaning, this is a contextually
inferrable, logical extension of ~a(Ba)Tbi 'to give' and is not part of
any "all-purpose" causative meaning inherent in the auxiliary
~a(Ba)Tb2. The role of a factitive causative auxiliary verb in Russian
has been only partly assumed by the prefixal derivative oT~a(Ba)Tb.
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ALPHABETICAL LIST OF SUPERSCRIPT ABBREVIATIONS
ACC = accusative case
DAT = dative case
GEN = genitive case
INF = infinitive

IP =imperfective aspect
NOM = nominative case
PRE = prepositional case
PF =perfective aspect
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